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On  the blow-up criteria for the strong solutions to 

inhomogeneous fluids of Korteweg type 

Huanyuan Li 

Graduate School of Mathematical Sciences, The University of Tokyo 

1 Introduction 

In this paper, the motion of the viscous fluids with capillary effect are discussed, which 

is governed by the inhomogeneous incompressible Navier-Stokes-Korteweg equations. 

｛ニロニニ,u) -div(2μ(p)D(u)) +▽ !!+divに(p)▽pct; ▽ p)~o, (1) 

divu = 0. 

Assume the fluid is occupied by a bounded smooth domain n C 配，d= 2, 3. x E D is 

the spatial coordinate, tミ0is the time. And p = p(x, t), u = (砂・・・，研）(x, t) and 

II= II(x, t) denote the density, velocity field and pressure of the fluid, respectively. 

1 
叩） = 2 [▽ u+(Vuf] 

represents the viscous deformation tensor, where▽ u is the gradient matrix (8叫仇）

and (Vuf is its transpose. K, = K,(p) andμ=μ(p) stand for the capillary and viscosity 

coefficients of the fluid respectively, and are both functions of density p. which are assumed 

to satisfy 

□, μE C1 [0, oo), and t,, ::::: 0, μ::::: f!,_ > 0 on [0, oo) (2) 

for some positive constant仕

The Navier-Stokes-Korteweg system (1)-(2) is complemented with the following initial 

and boundary conditions: 

(p, u)(x, t = 0) = (Po, uo) in D, u = 0, on 80 x [O, T). (3) 

The study on the compressible Navier-Stokes-Korteweg is very popular. However, there 

is little literatures on the inhomogeneous case. To illustrate the reasonability of our model 
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(1), we give more interpretation on the Koeteweg type fluids. In general, the capillary 

tensor is written as 

divK=▽ (pK(p)△p十；に(p)+ pK'(p)) I▽ pl2)-div(K(p)▽ p0▽ p). (4) 

In the case of the inhomogeneous incompressible Korteweg system, the first term in the 

capillary tensor (4) can be absorbed by the pressure term due to the incompressibility 

condition, thus we directly write the capillary term as a general divergence term (see the 

Remark 1.1 in [1], it is exactly the equations (1). See more physical background and 

mathematical modelling in [15, 18]. 

If we take K = 0, the system (1) reduces the inhomogeneous incompressible Navier-

Stokes equations with density-dependent viscosity, which has been studied extensively 

since the last century by Russian mathematicians. Here we just mention some important 

works when the vacuum is admitted. In the begining of 21st century, Korean researchers 

Cho and Kim [3] established the local well-posedness of strong solutions for all initial 

data satisfying a natural compatibility condition. And later the local strong solutions 

have been extended to a global one when the initial gradient of the velocity is suitably 

small in L2 space by Huang and Wang [13]. For the related results, the authors can see 

the references [11]-[13] and therein. 

Let us come back to the fluids of Korteweg type, that is, K(p) is not a zero function. Be-

cause of physical importance and mathematical complexity, the Navier-Stokes-Korteweg 

equations have been studied widely by many people, especially a great of efforts have been 

devoted to compressible capillary fluids, see the references [5, 9, 10] and therein. While 

there are few literatures on the system (1). When the vacumm is admitted, the first local 

existence of unique strong solution was obtained by Tan and Wang [19] when the capillary 

coefficients K is a positive constant. And very recently, their result was extended to the 

case when K(p) is a C1 function of the density by Wang [20]. 

In this paper we aim to bulid two blow-up criteria for the strong solutions to the initial 

and boundary value problem (1)-(3) in dimension three (d = 3) and dimension two (d = 2), 

respectively. 

In the case when the initial density may vanish in an open subset of n, that is, the initial 
vacuum is allowed, the local well-posedness of strong solutions to (1)-(3) was obtained 

by Wang [20] in a three dimensional bounded smooth domain. Because we also discuss 

the 2D case, the local well-posedness of strong solutions in a two-dimensional bounded 

domain is necessary. In fact, this can be achived in the same manner as Wang [20] and 

Cho and Kim [3], also see the remark 2 in Tan and Wang [19]. Now as a preparation 

work, we introduce the follwoing local well-posedness of strong solutions over a bounded 

smooth domain O c配，d= 2, 3 (two and three dimensional versions). 
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Theorem 1. Assume that the initial data (Po, u0) satisfies the regularity condition 

2d 
O::::;poEW竺 d< q < u。EH,ふnH汽

d-2' 

and the compatibility condition 

(5) 

-div(μ(p0)(▽u。+(▽u。汀））十▽II。+div(,,,,(po)▽ Po 0▽ Po)= Pげg, (6) 

for some (II。,g) EH叩） xL叩） • Then there exist a small time T and a unique strong 

solution (p, u, P) to the initial boundary value problem (1)-(3) satisfying 

{ p E C([O, T]; w2,q0), u E C([O, T]; HJ n Hりnび(0,T; w2,q0), 

Pt E C([O, T]; w1,q0), ▽ PE C([O, T]; LりnL2(0, T; U0), 切 EL2(0,T;HJ), 
(7) 

At the above local well-posedness of strong solutions in Theorem 1 at hand, we will 

bulid the blow-up criteria of possible breakdown of local strong solutions to the initial 

and boundary value problem in 3D and 2D, respectively. First, we state the blow-up 

criterion of 3D case. 

Theorem 2. Suppose the dimension d = 3, and all the assumptions in Theorem 1 are 

satisfied. Let (p, u, P) be a strong solution of the problem (1)-(3) when d = 3. If O < T* < 

oo is the maximal time of existence, then 

｝し開)II▽PIIL00(0,T;W1,q) + llull£8(0,T;L[,)) = 00. 

for any r and s satisfying 
2 3 —+ -:<::; 1, 3 < r :S oo, 
s r 

where L: denotes the weak Y space. 

(8) 

(9) 

Remark 1. When p三 1,the Navier-Stokes-Korteweg equations reduce to the classi-

cal incompressible Navier-Stokes equations, therefore our blow-up criterion indicates the 

generalization of Serrin's criterion using weak Lesbegue spaces for incompressible Navier-

Stokes equations, see the work of H. Sohr (2001}, S. Bosia et. al. (2014}-

Next, we bulid a better blow-up criterion than (8) in the 2D case. We remark from the 

basic energy estimate that 

sup (IIFPullL=(o,T;L2) + IIVullL2(o,r正））さ C.
O<T<T* 

When there is no vacuum, that is, inf p0 >ヨe_> 0, we can deduce 

T 

1T llulli4dtさC1T llulli2・ll¥7曇 dt:::;Csup llu応・fo11v叫出dt,
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which implies that u Eび(0,T; L4). Then the Serrin norm in 2D is finite when r = s = 4 

since of 2/r + 2/ s ::; 1. Thus, we can remove the second Serrin's type term when we 

deduce the blow-up criterion for 2D flow without vacuum. A natural question is that if 

we can obtain a blow-up criterion just in terms of the density when the vacuum is allowed. 

We can overcome the difficulty of vacuum in view of a recent work of Huang and Wang 

[12], in which a new type blow-up criterion for the 2D inhomogeneous incompressible 

Navier-Stokes flow only involving the density is built. More precisely, our second result 

can be stated as follows. 

Theorem 3. Suppose the dimension d = 2, and all the assumptions in Theorem 1 are 

satisfied. Let (p, u, P) be a strong solution of the problem (1)-(3) when d = 2. !JO< T* < 

oo is the maximal time of existence, then 

lim 
T→ T* 

IIV PIIL00(0,T;W1,q) = 00. (10) 

Remark 2. As said in the Remark 1, when p三 l,the Navier-Stokes-Korteweg equations 

reduce to the classical incompressible Navier-Stokes equations, therefore our blow-up cri-

terion indicates the global well-posedness for Navier-Stokes equations in 2D due to Leray 

切 1934.

The proofs of Theorem 2 and Theorem 3 are based on the contradiction argument. In 

view of the local existence result, to prove Theorem 2 and Theorem 3, it suffices to verify 

that (p, u) satisfy (5) and (6) at the time T* under the assumption of the left hand sides 

of (8) and (10) are finite, respectively. 

The remainder of this paper is arranged as follows. In See. 2, we give some auxiliary 

lemmas which is useful in our later analysis. The outline of proofs of Theorem 2 and 

Theorem 3 will be done by combining the contradietion argument with the estimates 

derived in Sec. 3 and Sec. 4 respeetively. 

2 Preliminaries 

Let n be a bounded domain with smooth boundary 80 in賊叫d= 2, 3. For notations 

simplicity below, we omit the integration domain n. And the Lesbegue and Sobolev 

spaces are defined in a standard way. 

Denote the Lorentz space and its norm by v,q and II・11£p,q, respectively, where 1 < p < oo 

and 1~q~oo. And we recall the weak-V space比 whichis defined as follows: 

L~:= {f E Lfoc : llf 11£1:, = sup刈{lf(x)I>入}Ii<oo}. 
入>0
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And it should be noted that 

LP呈砧， 応=L=, 砧 =£P,oo_

For the details of Lorentz space, we refer to the first chapter in Grafakos [8]. The following 

lemma involving the weak Lesbegue spaces has been proved in Kim [14], Xu and Zhang 

[21], which will play an important role in the subsequent analysis. 

Lemma 1. Assume g E H1, and f E L: with r E (3, oo], then f• g E L2. Furthermore, 

for any E > 0, we have 

Iii・glli2さEllgllり1+ C(E)(llfllk + l)llglli2, (11) 

where C is a positive constant depending only on E, r and the domain 0. 

However, to deal with a inhomogeneous problem with vacuum in 2D, we should make 

good use of degenerate weight like y'P with velocity .We look for a similar estimate for 

y'PU as in Gagliardo-Nirenberg inequality. Desjardin [4] provides a useful estimate for us, 

which is stated as follows. 

Lemma 2. Assume that 0さp:::; p, u E HJ; then 

llvPull14::; C(l + llpullL2)11▽ ullL2 ✓ log(2 + llv'ullら）

where C is a positive constant depending only on p and the domain n. 

2.1 Regularity estimates for the stationary Stokes equations 

(12) 

High-order a priori estimates of velocity field u rely on the following regularity results 

for the stationary density-dependent Stokes equations. 

Lemma 3. Suppose the dimension d = 2, 3, and assume that p E w2,q, d < qく oo,and 

〇::;p ::; p. Let (u, II) E H1 x L2 be th・ O,u e unique weak solution to the boundary value 

problem 

-div(2μ(p)V(u)) +▽ II = F, divu = 0 in 0, and J IIdx = 0, (13) 

where V(u) =½[• u+(▽ uf] and 

μE 01[0, oo), 仕::;μ(p) ::; fl on [O, p]. 

Then we have the following regularity results: 

(1) If FE L汽then(u, II) E H2 x H1 and 

llullH2 + IIIIII圧:::;C(l + IIVPll£00)IIFIIL2, (14) 
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(2) If FEY  for some r E (2, oo), then (u, II) E W2,r x W1,r and 

llullw2,r + IIIIllw1,r :S C(l + II▽ PIIL00)IIFllu- (15) 

The proof of Lemma 3 h邸 beengiven by Wang [20]. And refer to Lemma 2.1 in his 

paper. 

3 Outline of the proof of Theorem 2 

Suppose the dimension d = 3, and let (p, u, II) be a strong solution to the initial and 

boundary value problem (1)-(3) as derived in Theorem 1 when d = 3. In this section, we 

give a sketch of the proof of the blow-up criterion in 3D case. 

As mentioned in the Section 1, the theorem 2 will be proved by using a contradiction 

argument. Denote O < T* < oo them訟 imalexistence time for the strong solution to the 

initial and boundary value problem (1)-(3) when d = 3. Suppose that (8) were false, that 

is 

M。:=)~ 化(II▽PIIL=(o,T;W1,q) + llullL•(o,T;L[;,)) < oo. (16) 

Under the condition (16), one will extend the existence time of the strong solutions to 

(1)-(3) beyond T*, which contradicts the definition of maximum of T*. To extend the 

solutions, we will show that there exists a constant C > 0, depending only on Mi。,Po,u。
and T* such that 

sup {(IIPllw2,e + IIPtllw1,e) + (llv'ullH1 + llv'P叫p)}
O-<:t-<:T* 

+ IT* (II▽叫出 +II▽ulい)dtさC.

゜The wi,q_estimate of the density p has been shown when we assume the left hand side 

of (16) is finite. Then the first key step is to derive the£2-norm of the first order spatial 

derivatives of u under the assumptions of initial data and (16). Here we define the material 

derivative u :=切 +u• ▽ u. 

Step 1: Estimate of sup II▽ ull戸

Under the condition (16), it holds that for any O < T < T*, 

T 

喜悶 IIV叫佑＋［望鳴dt~C. (17) 
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Prnof. Multiplying the momentum equations (1)2 by Ut, and integrating the resulting 

equations over 0, we have 

J plul2dx + !__μ(p)IV(u)l2dx 

~- j P" (u :i心-jμ'(p)u▽ plV(u)『dx+jい(p)▽pQS▽p ▽ u,dx 

d 
=dt J r;,(p)▽ pR ▽ p: ▽ udx + J r;,'(p)(u・ ▽ p)▽ pR ▽ p: ▽ udx 

+ 2 / r;,(p)▽ (u. ▽ p)R ▽p ▽ udx -J pu・(u・ ▽ u)dx -Jμ'(p)u▽ plV(u)l2dx 

d ニJr;,(p)▽ pR ▽ p: ▽ udx十立
k=l 

(18) 

After a direct estimate under the assumption (16), the terms 11 -14 can de dominated as 

立::::;Ell氾|出 +Cllu-V鴫+C(l + IIVulliサ． (19) 
k=l 

To close the estimate, the Lemma 3 will play an important role in estimating II▽ ull間

take F = -pit -divに(p)v'p0▽ p), we derive that 

II▽ ullH1 + IIPII圧：：：： C(l + IIV PIIL=) IIFIIL2 

~C(l+ IIVPIIL=)IIPil+div(K(p)▽p⑭▽ P)ll£2 

~C,IIJpull£2 + GIi▽ PIIわ+c11v Pll£00 II▽ 2PIIL2 

~c.11凶ull£2 + c, 

where C, is a positive number. 

Now we substitute (33)-(20) into (18), deduces 

[ Pl;,1伍＋羞f,,(p)ID(n)l'dx 

<-J i,;,(p)▽ pR ▽ p: ▽ udx + EllvP鳴+C(l + II▽叫加-dt 

+ C(E)llu・ ▽ ulll2 

d 
<-J i,;,(p)▽ pR ▽ p: ▽ udx + EllvP鳴+C(l + II▽叫も）-dt 

+811▽u呪 +C(E, 8)(11ullに+1)11▽ ulll2 

d 
<-J i,;,(p)▽ pR ▽ p: ▽ udx + EllvP鴫+C(l + II▽叫恥-dt 

+C.811氾 1112+ C(E, 8)(11ull五+1)11▽ ulll2, 

(20) 

(21) 
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where we used Lemma 1 in the second inequality, and (20) was used to get the third one. 

Then choosing E, <5 small enough, we get 

f Pl喜＋羞jμ(p)IV(u)l'dx

：：：： dt J K(p)▽ p0▽ p: ▽ udx + C(l + IIVulli2)(llullk + 1). 

By the assumption (16) and Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, it is easily seen that 

μ 
CJ  IK(p)IIVp0▽ p: Vuldx :SゴIV喝 +c.

4 

(22) 

(23) 

Taking this into account, we can conclude from (35) and the Gronwall inequality that 

(1 7) holds for all 0さT< T*. Therefore the first step is completed. ロ

Step 2: estimate of sup IIJr加IIび

By a standard procedure, differentiating the momentum equations with respect to time 

t, multiplying the resulting equations by uぃwecan obtain the necesssary estimate by use 

of the compatibility condition and key assume (16). 

Under the condition (16), it holds that for any O < T < T*, 
T 

悶~IIFP叫出+ j II ▽叫出dt~C. (24) 

゜
Step 3: Higher estimate of the density 

At the results step 1 and step 2 at hand, now we can derive the necessary higher D2,q-

estimate on the density, 

Under the condition (16), it holds that for any O < T < T*, 

sup (IIPtllw1,q + llullH2 + IIPIIH1) + JT (llullに +IIPIIい)dt:::; C, (25) 
0:<'.t:<'.T O 

Proof. Applying (15) in Lemma 3 with F = -p切ー pu• ▽ u-div(1,,(p)▽ pi81▽ p), we get 

II▽ ullw1,q + IIPllw1,q ::; C(IIP叫 Lq+ llpu・ ▽ ullLq + IIK(p)やPII▽Plll£q + IIK'(p)I▽ Pl3 ll£q) 

:S C(IIPutllぃ+llpu• ▽ ullLq十 1)
§ 戸 6(q-1) 紐二§

::; C(llvP叫虐 II好叫ば +II▽ull~ 勺―6 II向 II犀芯+1). 
(26) 

Applying Young's inequality and Sobolev embedding ineq叫 ity,

~3(q-2) 12(q-1) 

II▽ ull詞,q + IIPII品 ，q~GIi✓加IIL~II ▽Utll戸 +GIi▽ullL2 q + C 
g二~3(q-2)

(27) 

~CllvP叫IL~IIVutllL2q + C. 
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Hence 

/T(II置 II恥 +IIPII恥）dt s; C JT llvP叫IJII匹 11!庁五dt+C
0 0 

T 

::; C(。翌むllvP叫11冑 jII▽叫応dt+C

゜
(28) 

s; C. 

Therefore we complete the proof of step 3. ロ

Prnof of Theorem 2. In fact, in view of (16) and (25), it is easy to see that the functions 

(p,u)(x,t = T*) = limt• T*(p,u) have the same regularities imposed on the initial data 

(5) at the time t = T*. Furthermore, 

-div(2μ(p)D(u)) +VP+ divに(p)▽pR ▽ p) lt=T* 

= lim炉(p国＋炉u・Vu):=炉glt=T*
t→ T* 

with g = (p国+p½u- ▽u) lt=T• E L2 due to (37). Thus the functions (p, u) lt=T• satisfy the 

compatibility condition (6) at time T*. Therefore we can take (p, u) lt=T• as the initial data 

and apply the local existence theorem (Theorem 1) to extend the local strong solution 

beyond T*. This contradicts the definition of maximal existence time T*, and thus, the 

proof of Theorem 2 is completed. ロ

4 Outline of the proof of Theorem 3 

Suppose the dimension d = 2, let (p, u, II) be a strong solution to the initial and bound-

ary value problem (1)-(3) as derived in Theorem 1 when d = 2. Similar to the proof of 

blow-up criterion in the dimension three in Sec. 3, Theorem 3 will be also proved by using 

a contradiction argument. Denote O < T* < oo them訟 imalexistence time for the strong 

solution to the initial and boundary value problem (1)-(3). Suppose that (10) were false, 

that is 

M。:= lim II▽ PIIL00(0,T;W1,q) < 00, 
T→ T* 

(29) 

Under the condition (29), one will extend the existence time of the strong solutions to 

(1)-(3) beyond T*, which contradicts the definition of maximum of T*. 

To continue the main steps, we give the following estimate which is used later. 

Step 0: H1-estimate of the velocity 

Under the assumption (29), it holds for all O < T < T*, 

II▽ ullH1 ::::; CIIPutll£2 + CIIPull1411▽ ull£2 + C, (30) 
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and consequently by Sobolev embedding, 

II▽ ullH1 ::; CIIP叫IL2+CIIV叫出 +c.

Proof. According to the Lemma 3 and the Gagliardo-Nirenberg inequality, 

II▽ ullH1~C(l + IIV PIIL00)(IIP叫IL2+ llpu. VullL2 + 1) 

さCIIPutllL2+ CIIPullぃIIVullかIIVullが+c

1 
::; CIIPutll£2 + CIIPul出IIVull£2+ C + -IIVullH1, 

2 

which complete the proof of (30). 

Step 1: key estimate of sup 11VullL2 

Under the condition (29), it holds that for any O < T < T*, 

T 

謬~IIVul出+1 II氾晶dt::; C. 

(31) 

口

(32) 

Prnof. Multiplying the momentum equations (1)2 by Ut, and integrating the resulting 

equations over fl, we have 

j Plu氾dx+ !!__μ(p)ID(u)l2dx 

~-/(Im • ut!dx-f u▽ μ(p)IV(u)l'dx + I代(p)▽p@▽p 立 dx

d 
=df; J K(p)▽ p0▽ p: ▽ udx + J K1(p)(u・ ▽ p)▽ p0▽ p: ▽ udx (33) 

+2 J 代(p)▽(u. ▽ p) Q9▽p ▽ udx -j (pu・v'u)・ 叫 X-JU・ ▽ μ(p)ID(u)l2dx 

d 
=df; J K(p)▽p⑳▽ p: ▽ udx十 LQk・

k=l 

The terms 11 to 14 can be estimated in a similar way, that is, 

区Qkさ；II氾晶 +CIIPulli叫▽鴫 +GIi▽ullわ+GIi向 lli2. (34) 
k=l 

In view of Lemma 2, we get 

llvPulli4:::; CIIVullわ-log (2 + II▽ ullわ)． (35) 
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Therefore 
1 
2j  Plu雷dx+羞j(μ(p)IV(u)l2-氏(p)▽p0▽ p: ▽ u)dx 

(36) 

:SCII▽ ullら(1+ 11▽叫佑）(1 + log (2 + 11▽叫出））

and we know that 

3 5 戸鴫—C。 '.SJ(μ(p)IV(u)l2 -r;,(p)▽ p0▽ p: v'u)dxさ4吐▽鴫 +a。， (37)

owing to the following estimate 

J K(p)▽ p0▽ p: ▽ udx≪:: ! 巴lv'ullわ+a。・
4 

We can conclude from (36) and the logarithmic type Gronwall ineq叫 itythat (32) holds 

for all O≪:: T < T*. ロ

Before we prove the boundedness of llv加 IIL2,we insert the following estimate on the 

£00-norm of u. 

Under the condition (29), it holds that for any O < T < T*, 

喜匹~(llullび (o,T;L=) + llullい(O,T;L=))::; C. (38) 

Prnof. By the Gagliardo-Nirenberg inequality, we have 

fTllulli』：：：：： C llulll2 IIVullかdt

。 ：：：：： c1:(II▽ ull訓IP叫応 +II▽ 鴫 +II▽鴫）dt, 

(39) 

which completes the proof of (38). ロ

Step 2: Higher estimate of the density 

The estimates of II#叫い andhigher D2,q-estimates of density will be derived by 

performing similar calculations, thus we omit here. 

Proof of Theorem 3. Therefore, having all the estimates at hand, as explained in the end 

of Sec. 3, it is easy to extend the strong solutions beyond time T*. Thus, the proof of 

Theorem 3 is completed. ロ
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